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Goicucy Rock Climbing Rope Bag I Rock Climbing Gear for Rock
Climbing Rope I Rope Bag Rock Climbing Limited Large
Climbing Bag Size of 9-½ x 22 Inches I Chalk Bag with Full Sized
Tarp
$16.99 $17.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

【 PACKAGE INCLUDES 】 - Rope Bag is 22 inches tall, 9-1/2 inches wide. Chalk bag for rock climbing easily fits a 80 meter rope. High Density 420D Nylon

Fabric With A Waterproof Polyurethane Back Coating.

【 DESIGNED WITH CARE 】 - The fabric of our bag is waterproof - the bag itself is not. The bag should not be submerged under water or water will leak in

through the zipper or the top opening. The purpose of the waterproof fabric is to protect the equipment inside from rainstorms and water splashes. The fabric

has the durability of the backpack-straps.

【 COMFORT IS KEY 】 - Chalk bag includes a water bottle holder to help stay hydrated on longer hikes to rock climbing. One loop on the tarp is colored

differently, this is designed so people can easily remember which loop to tie their rope onto. Carabiner loops are included for securely fastening additional

equipment to the outside of the bag.

【 FEATURES 】 - Limited Lifetime Warranty- Rock climbing rope bag holds the rope which rock climbers use, keeping it safe from dirt, damage, and

preventing the rope from tangling between uses. Includes a zippered pouch for storing additional smaller items, such as phone, keys or wallet. Includes a full-

length front zipper, allowing faster and easier access to the rope and gear stored inside.

【 EASY TO CARRY 】- Climbing bag includes durable, backpack straps for easier transportation. Being lightweight and compact, it’s easy to handle in any

place.
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